Abstract Floor control refers to the need for coordinating activities occurred in synchronously cooperating applications shared among collaborators. We address this for ubiquitous collaboration-the capability of multiple users to link together with disparate access device anytime and anywhere. Floor control has been studied for years but most researchers focus on relaxed coordination mechanisms with stationary devices that allow updates by any user on any object and resolve the uncoordinated updates. In this paper we present a floor control mechanism, called XGSP-Floor, which implements a coordination mechanism at application level for enabling users to consistently share the same resource in real time (synchronous collaboration) in ubiquitous collaboration environment. The implementation platform on cell phone devices may not be new. But we believe the implementation and experiment for XGSP-Floor on cell phone devices is a new challenge in ubiquitous collaboration environment even though the coordination mechanism can intuitively impose a tremendous overhead in worst case. We also describe the results of the modeling of XGSP-Floor and formal verification to prove the correctness of the modeling using Colored Petri Nets. We describe lessons learned and discuss future work.
Introduction
Collaboration is about interactions among people and between people and resources. With the advances in a variety of software/hardware technologies and wireless networking, there is coming a need for ubiquitous collaboration which allows people to access information systems independent of their access device and their physical capabilities and to communicate with other people in anytime and anywhere. Also, with the maturity of evolving computing paradigms and collaborative applications, a workspace for working together is being expanded from locally collocated physical place to geographically dispersed virtual place. Mobile computing paradigm [4] made ubiquitous access possible with the integration of wireless communication technology in anytime and in anywhere. With grid computing paradigm [11] which is about sharing resources, resources are distributed into workspaces and shared among geographically dispersed collaborators. With pervasive computing paradigm [38] , it is becoming possible to make workspaces virtually suitable for collaborating users in the goal of all the time and everywhere instead of accommodating collaborators to collocated workspace. During our work, we have seen the improvement of computing performance, the increase of network bandwidth, and the advance of wireless networking. We believe from Moore's law [27] and our development experience that the computing performance of mobile devices as well as desktop computers will continue to improve and networks' bandwidth will continue to increase. Thus the infrastructure improvements of software, hardware, and networking will make ubiquitous collaboration more prevalent and make the vision of Mark Weiser for 21st Century Computing [38] more promising as well in the future.
The following scenario illustrates the needs of ubiquitous collaboration and access, and motivates the research issue-floor control mechanism in ubiquitous collaboration. With increasing mobile devices, to integrate diverse mobile devices into a globally virtual conferencing system is becoming increasingly important.
Students are going to have a session for their colleague's research presentation. Some students join the presentation session in a shared conference room and others join at remote locations by using CGL's (Community Grids Lab) [6] conferencing collaboration toolGlobal-MMCS system (Global Multimedia Collaboration System) [12, 14] . During her presentation, she may use an application like shared whiteboard to discuss design issues. In shared workspace with the application, people in the same room see the same whiteboard canvas, while people in virtual room see their own canvases but see the same results (or views) as others do. Participants in the same room can use social protocols to gain the manipulation of the application in an order by the protocols. However, participants in virtual room cannot use social protocols. Therefore, she will need some rules to substitute the social protocols by defining the way which a participant gains access to the application. When participants perform concurrent activities on shared resources in collaboration, floor control [8, 9] is necessary. Floor control is the problem of coordinating activities occurred in synchronously cooperating resources shared among participants in an online conference session.
In the ubiquitous collaboration linked with cell phone devices which have high network latency and low computing performance, the floor control mechanism can be considered differently according to overheads-the network transactions and transformations for undo/ redo operations in relaxed coordination mechanism and the waiting time for turn-taking among participants in strict coordination mechanism, where the strict floor control mechanism means to avoid conflicts and the relaxed floor control mechanism means to allow updates by any host (or participant) on any object (or data) and to resolve the uncoordinated updates [9] . If concurrent activities among participants increase or are not small in relaxed mechanism, then the number of the network transactions (undo/redo) will increase, leading to the increase of complexity for managing the transactions and transformations of objects on shared application and the increase of overhead time for processing them with specifically cell phone devices which have low computing performance. In strict mechanism, the turn-waiting time to provide a turn for only one participant at a time may increase. If concurrent activities are small, the number of network transactions for undo/redo operations will be small in relaxed mechanism and the waiting time for turn-taking may decrease in strict mechanism. In our first implementation phase, we focus on strict coordination mechanism since the increase of complexity for managing the network transaction and transformation for undo/redo operations on cell phone devices can lead to more unstable states in the use of relaxed coordination mechanism than those in the use of strict coordination mechanism.
Due to intermittent network disconnection of mobile devices, mobile hosts may be disconnected from collaboration for arbitrary periods of time until reconnected. During the disconnected periods of time, connected users might generate new objects on the shared application, or some objects on the application might be removed or transformed, and hence disconnected hosts may have inconsistent state information different from other hosts connecting to the collaboration. Therefore, such a scheme to support operations during disconnection which is typical in mobile computing will be inappropriate for synchronous collaboration. Thus, we need a scheme to provide consistent state information to disconnected users as reconnected-for example, when a disconnected host joins a collaboration session, a moderator or an agent who is responsible for maintaining the consistent state information of shared application needs to send the host all up-to-date updates since the host was disconnected. In our first implementation phase, we also focus to moderator mediation scheme since our collaboration system is a moderator based audio/ video conferencing collaboration system in ubiquitous collaboration environment.
Many previous mechanisms focus on relaxed floor control mechanism with stationary devices. Compared to other floor control mechanisms, which we review in Section 2, we are focusing on providing moderator mediated strict coordination for participants for dealing with consistency in real time with roaming access devices like cell phone in ubiquitous collaboration environment. The floor control mechanism, called XGSP-Floor, is a first step towards a coordination approach at application level for enabling users to consistently share the same resource in real time in ubiquitous collaboration environment. This paper is organized as follows. We review related works in Section 2. Section 3 briefly presents the architecture of collaboration framework. Section 4 briefly describes XML based General Session Protocol (XGSP). Section 5 presents a policy and a mechanism of XGSP-Floor integrated into our collaboration framework, and the functionality of XGSP-Floor tool. Also, we present the conflict detection function and the strict locking mechanisms used in the XGSP-Floor for synchronous collaboration. We show the modeling of XGSP-Floor control mechanism in Section 6. We also show formal verification to prove the correctness of the modeling. Finally we conclude with a brief discussion of future work.
Related works
Coordinating activities occurred in synchronously cooperating applications shared among collaborators is one of the significant challenges in ubiquitous collaboration. Floor control mechanisms can be classified into diverse paradigms: moderator-controlled mediation scheme (Conference Control Channel Protocol (CCCP [18] ) and floor control protocol built on MBone seminars [26] ), autonomous mediation scheme (Activity Sensing Floor Control [25] ), turn-taking scheme [15, 16] , and so on. In our first implementation phase, we focus to moderator mediation scheme since our collaboration system is a moderator (or chairperson) based audio/video conferencing collaboration system including whiteboard as well as text chat applications in ubiquitous collaboration environment, taking a rolebased approach and providing a chairperson mechanism. Berry [3] introduces participants' role based view design with shared view application in a presentation among participants to balance between the presenter's privacy needs and the audience's awareness needs. In our collaboration system, roles define the access right to shared collaboration resources in a very natural way. For example, in the chess game, we can have a white player, a black player and many observers. Morris [28] discussed about software-level coordination policies to control the outcome of the conflict in a co-located, single-display, direct manipulation environment. Johanson [22] proposed a coordination model, Event Heap, for room-based ubiquitous computing environment. The Event Heap is a model derived from tuplespaces, where the tuples mean a collection of ordered type-value fields. The softwarelevel coordination policies and Event Heap focus on relaxed coordination mechanism. Sun [35] presented a new optimized generic operational transformation control algorithm (GOTO), preserving the intention and ensuring convergence with real-time group editor, without integrating with the undo/do/redo scheme or using a multi-dimensional graph, where the intention-preservation means the effects of executing an operation at all sites are the same as the intention of the operation and the effect of executing the operation does not change the effects of independent operations, and the convergence means all copies of the shared document are identical as the same set of operations have been executed at all sites. In its full generality, the problem to support coordination is extremely challenging in ubiquitous collaboration environment. Compared to non-mobile computing environment, applications in mobile platforms have not been stable. In particular, during our experiments we had experienced unstable states on cell phone-fail to steadily function due to the low computing performance and energy efficiency of cell phone device. In our first implementation phase, we also limit our focus to strict coordination mechanism since it is intuitively easy to implement the coordination mechanism in the ubiquitous collaboration and the increase of complexity for managing the network transaction and transformation for undo/redo operations on cell phone devices can lead to more unstable states in the use of relaxed coordination mechanism than those in the use of strict coordination mechanism. Therefore, our initial efforts are aimed at building ubiquitous collaboration framework with strict coordination mechanism. Since cell phone is still a rapidly evolving device, we hope applications in mobile computing environment become much more robust. In future work we will consider the relaxed coordination mechanisms with semantic events (the smallest major events) described in Section 5.1.2 and evaluate the performance of them in comparing with that of strict coordination mechanism.
Collaboration framework architecture
Collaboration framework is a basic structure to hold consistent view or information of users' presences and sessions together. It also has a capability that allows a user to join a conference using networked heterogeneous computing devices anytime and anywhere, and to use diverse collaborative applications in the conference. It is important to users joining a conference that it seems to be in the same conference room even when using heterogeneous computing devices at remote locations. It is typical today and will be more typical in the future that all users can access information independent of their access devices and physical capabilities anytime and anywhere. In our work we have used J2ME (Java 2 Micro Edition) [23] for our software development in mobile (cell phone) computing environment and Java [20] for our software development in non-mobile (stationary device like desktop PC) computing environment. As shown in Fig. 1 , the collaboration framework is structured as three layers and six major components: control manager, session / membership control manager, access / floor control manager, policy manager, request / reply event message handlers, and communication channel. We briefly describe the components in turn.
-Control Manager
The control manager is an interface component for providing conference management services such as presence, session, and access / floor control managements for participants in collaboration.
-Session and Membership Control Manager
The session / membership control manager component manages information about who is currently in the conference and has access to what applications, and which sessions are available in the conference.
-Access and Floor Control Manager
The access / floor control manager component is responsible for handling accesses to collaborative applications through the request / reply event message handlers which are one of components in the framework. -Policy Manager Access / floor control policies are written in XML and put into the conference manager which resides on web server running on tomcat for globally consistent use. The policy is described in more detail in [24] .
-Request and Reply Event Message Handlers
An event message handler is a subroutine that handles request and reply event messages. The control manager manages the associations between incoming and outgoing event messages with each of event message handlers. According to the associations, generated outgoing (request) event messages are first processed by the associated request event message handlers. Incoming (reply or response) event messages are also serviced by the associated reply/response event message handlers. The messages are sent to a broker (our messaging and service middleware-NaradaBrokering [29, 31] ) via the communication channel shown in Fig. 1 . The broker disseminates the messages to other participants connected to the collaborating session.
-Communication Channel
The channel uses topic-based publish-subscribe mechanism that defines a general API for group communication. The messages containing topic information are sent to a broker through the channel. And the messages are disseminated through router nodes, referred to as brokers to subscribers which registered a subscription to the topic.
XML based general session protocol (XGSP)
There are some well-known A/V conferencing and data collaboration systems like H.323 / T.120 [30] , SIP (Session Initiation Protocol) [33] , and Access Grid [1] . However, they are not suitable for building integrated conferencing and data collaboration systems to work together in the same collaboration session. For example, SIP has limited conference control and thus needs additional conference control mechanisms to support A/V conferencing and data collaboration. A/V conferencing in H.323 and data collaboration in T.120 are not well integrated and are designed in a relatively complicated OSI (Open Systems Interconnection) model. Also, these only deal with homogeneous conferencing and thus cannot connect to other heterogeneous collaboration systems. In order to get the heterogeneous collaboration endpoints to work together, a common conferencing signaling protocol has to be designed to support interactions among heterogeneous collaboration endpoints. To build integrated collaboration system in the same session, the heterogeneous signaling procedures have to be translated into the common conferencing signaling procedures. To describe the protocol of the common signaling procedures, we use XML as a protocol definition language of session control because it makes the signaling protocol easy to read and understand and to interact with other web based components as opposed to binary format. The XML based General Session Protocol (XGSP) is a protocol for streaming control messages written in XML to provide various collaboration sessions in a conference for users according to the presences and connectivity. The session control protocol account for policy, presence, session creation, initiation, teardown, and so on. The details of conference, session, and presence management protocol are described in [39] .
XGSP floor control (XGSP-floor)
This section describes a floor control policy, a floor control mechanism (XGSP-Floor) implementing the policy, and the functionality of an XGSP-Floor control tool to provide participants with user interfaces for control of a floor between participants and CSCW (Computer Supported Cooperative Work) environment. We also describe a conflict detection function and a strict locking mechanism used in XGSP-Floor for synchronous collaboration.
XGSP-floor policy
An XGSP-Floor policy defines how the participants request a floor for the use of a shared collaborative application, and how the floor is assigned and released. We define a set of predicate rules used as determinants in decision procedure of a moderator node (which is a decision node to control accesses) in terms of the following three types of predicate statements (request, response, release) to provide a floor for only one participant at a time:
1. Participants can request a floor using the XGSP-Floor control tool described in Section 5.3, or a moderator can directly assign a floor to participants. This is a mapping from offline request-response social protocol into online interaction between participants and CSCW. 2. When a participant requests a floor, after the floor request is validated by the access and floor control decision service of a moderator node, If the floor is available, a moderator assigns the floor to the floor requester. Note that a floor can automatically be assigned to a floor requester without the mediation of the moderator according to the XGSP-Floor policy.
Otherwise, the floor request is queued into a floor waiting queue or can be denied. 3. When a current floor holder releases a floor control, the floor is assigned to a requester waiting in a floor waiting queue in FIFO order or the floor can also be directly released from a moderator.
Collaboration role in XGSP-floor
Collaboration roles in XGSP-Floor are a representation to categorize participants joining a session. The roles are based on the participants' privileges and devices' capabilities to manipulate protected shared collaborative applications. In our collaboration system, a role is a collection of representations capable to operate on collaborative applications with heterogeneous computing devices. We used chairperson, moderator, non-mobile users (desktop users), and mobile-users (cell phone users) as a set of example roles in our collaboration system. Actions are a set of operations permitted on the protected applications. The type of actions is dependent on the type of applications and the capabilities supported by heterogeneous computing devices (desktop and cell phone). For example, the role non-mobile-user can have action for moving drawing objects (line, rectangular, oval, pen) in our shared whiteboard application with image annotation while the role mobile-user is not able to have the capability for moving the objects because the whiteboard application on cell phone does not support the capability.
Fine-grained action (interactive smallest major event)
We define fine-grained actions in our collaborative application as interactive smallest major events (semantic events [32] ). For example, in whiteboard application, drawing a line includes clicking, dragging, and releasing a mouse on the whiteboard canvas. For a user working alone with whiteboard, user input events (low level events such as mouse click, drag, and release) can be interactive major events between the user and whiteboard application. For users working with others sharing the application, the smallest major event means "drawing a line" and the user input events will then be an event data (mouse clickthe first point of the line, and mouse release-the second (or last) point of the line). In our collaborative chess game application [32, 36] , the smallest major events are to click on an object, to move, and to release the object during moving the object. After the completion of each move (as the mouse is released), the semantic event (moving an object) is dispatched to another player as the interactive smallest major event. Then the user input events will be an event data for moving an object in the chess game affecting the chess board (viewsharing) of another player as well as observers. Therefore, the major events can be different according to the types of applications. The fine-grained action in our collaboration means an interactive smallest major event affecting the shared view (or result) among collaborators.
XGSP-floor mechanism
An XGSP-Floor mechanism regulates floors among all the participants in collaboration. In this section we present decision procedures implemented in a moderator node to determine grant or deny of participants' floor requests. The decision procedures follow the following five different types of stages. The broad view of the moderator-mediated interaction mechanism is depicted in Fig. 2 . First, a moderator node has a single queue for storing floor requests for each application from participants in a session. The queue is implemented in FIFO (First-In, First-Out) order for mitigating race conditions of floor requests. The first floor request in the queue is validated by policy manager and is sent to the access type decision service located in the access / floor control manager of the moderator node. Then, the first floor request is removed from the queue. During the activity, new floor requests are stored in the floor request queue waiting for next service. Second, the access type decision service returns a classified access type value among Invalid, Implicit, Exclusive, Shared, or Released into the access / floor control decision service. Third, decision activities are behaved with the same type value returned from the access type decision service. The decision activities are also classified into the same access type activities as the returned value mentioned in the second stage. Each decision activity returns one of decision values (grant, deny, or 1 Determination of types classified to access applications. a) If the role name, application ID, and request action of a floor requester is validated by a policy manager then an access type value is returned into the access / floor control decision service. In the elements, the role name means the name of role assigned to participants in our collaboration system, the application ID means an application identifier existing in application registries of our collaboration system, and the request action means the name of a fine-grained action.
i. If the return type is "Implicit", then the request is granted, where the "Implicit" means the action with the type can be granted without the mediation of moderator according to the XGSP-Floor policy. ii. If the return type is "Exclusive", then the request is granted or queued, where the "Exclusive" means the fine-grained action is not able to be shared among collaborating users. It hence means a floor control mechanism has to be able to provide the floor for the action on the shared application for only one participant in the synchronous online session at a time. iii. If the return type is "Shared", then the request is granted or denied, where the "Shared" means the fine-grained action in a collaborative application can be shared among collaborating users. iv. If the return type is "Released", then the request is granted, where the "Release" means the action with the type can be used for releasing the action a user holds. b) If one of the elements does not exist in policy, then a type "Invalid" is returned into a moderator and the request is denied. 2 Determination of whether an action in a request exists in current floor state information table, in other words, a request action conflicts with the action of current floor holder.
i. If the return type from access type decision service is "Exclusive" and the request action exists in the floor state information table of a moderator node, then the request is queued. Otherwise, the request is granted. ii. If the return type is "Released" and a floor waiting queue is not empty, then the request is granted and the first floor request in the waiting queue is granted and removed from the queue. iii. If the return type is "Released" and a floor waiting queue is empty, then the request is granted.
Next stage is to update current floor state information table. To maintain consistent shared state at application level among participants, we need to maintain current floor state information. This floor state information is updated to reflect an action in a request whenever the request is granted. Finally, all the requests stored in a floor waiting queue have to be serviced to avoid starvation. The floor requests are stored in a single queue which is implemented in FIFO order. The first floor request waiting in the queue is serviced when the floor of current floor holder is released. Then, the request is removed from the queue and the current floor state information table is updated with the removed request. Note that when the floor of current floor holder is released after an appropriate amount of time, the mechanism uses the acknowledgement (reply message) from the revoked node. The acknowledgement prevents the floor of current floor holder from assigned to another participant before the floor of the floor holder is revoked.
Functionality of XGSP-floor control tool
This section describes the functionality of a floor control tool (XGSP-Floor tool interfaces) that provides a user interface for control of floors to a moderator and participants in a session with desktop and cell phone devices. Figure 3 shows a node manager of a moderator on desktop. The left display panel in the node manager shows a list of participants joined in a conference. The right display panel shows a list of sessions available in a conference. Each entry in a list of sessions has a session ID and three buttons (Join, Set Floor, and Request Floor). Participants can join a session by clicking on the "Join" button. A moderator can control floors in the window frame invoked by clicking on the "Set Floor" button in Fig. 3 . Figure 4 shows a node manager of nomadic normal users on cell phone. The functionality of the node manager is similar to that of the node manager on desktop except that the node manager on cell phone uses two different screens for presence and sessions. The left figure in Fig. 4 shows a list of participants joined in the conference. The right figure shows a list of sessions available in the conference. The application model for pervasive computing [2] requires creating a task-based model and a navigation model for program structure at design time. This means the task-based structure needs to generate device specific "presentation units"-screen and to specify the flow of the presentation units. Therefore, an application has to be depicted into tasks, subtasks of the tasks, and subtasks of the subtasks, and so on. On the modest-size window like desktop, the tasks (displays of participants' presence / session panel, floor set / request window frame, and so on) in node manager can be presented on the same screen, whereas on the small-size screen like cell phone, the displays of the tasks have to be presented on separate screens including easy-to-use interfaces and a set of well-defined navigation to subtasks from the tasks. Figure 5 shows the request screen for a floor. The screen is displayed from selecting the "Request Floor" button shown in the right figure of Fig. 4 . Figure 6 shows the screens (floor (grant, deny, queued) notifications respectively) occurred as the interaction mechanism between a moderator node and a requester node on cell phone is used. The XGSP-Floor tool shows a simple interface between participants and collaboration system for floor request, response, release (or revoke), and queued interaction. This mechanism shows a mapping instance of a universal social protocol from an offline session to an online session with a set of user interfaces between a participant and a collaboration system. This section describes a major event conflict detection function that determines whether an action in a floor request conflicts with the action of current floor holder. When a floor is requested, it consults with the current floor state information table in the access and floor control manager shown in Fig. 2 to avoid the collision with current floor holder. If a request action exists in the current floor state information table, then the request is queued. Otherwise, the request is granted. The floor state information is updated to reflect an action in a floor request whenever the request is granted. Participants maintained in the floor state information table have to assume at least one action but cannot assume both actions at the same time even though the participants can assume different actions at the different time in our current floor mechanism. Participants in Fig. 4 Node manager for normal users on cell phone Fig. 5 Request floor screen on cell phone passive state may assume the action "slave" in our collaboration. The action "slave" means participants are in state joined in a session and in view-sharing state of the application being shared with other participants for WYSIWIS (What You See Is What I See) [34] which is an inclusion of collaboration. Also, the action can be used as a major event for releasing a floor which a participant is currently holding. The strict conflict avoidance [10] like our floor control mechanism allows all participants to have the same views and data at all times. Strict (or non-optimistic) floor control follows the strict conflict avoidance strategy whereas relaxed (optimistic) floor control strategy allows conflicts and resolves them [9] .
Locking of XGSP-floor mechanism
Locking [17] is a method of gaining privileged access to shared resource for some amounts of duration. In this section we show strict locking mechanism used in our coordination mechanism from two different viewpoints, moderator's point of view and participant's point of view, where the strict locking mechanism means a request node (or participant) has to wait until the floor request gets granted from the moderator. This strict locking mechanism ensures that all the participants always have consistent views and data. From moderator's point of view or system's point of view, the floor request queue in a moderator node is locked until the moderator node (or moderator) makes a decision on a floor request and dispatches the decision to the request node. During the lock, the floor state information table is updated. After the lock of the floor request queue is released, the next floor request in the queue is serviced if the queue is not empty. This locking mechanism guarantees the mitigation of race conditions of floor requests. Therefore, participants can access a shared application with a granted fine-grained action one participant at a time. From participant's point of view or application's point of view, we used an application specific locking mechanism. According to shared applications, different fine-grained locks are used to allow more concurrent activity among participants and to follow the principle of least privilege [5] , where the fine-grained lock means the locking of the major event described in Section 5.1.2. Also, a coarse-grained lock can be used to allow a participant to make more activities at a time. In our whiteboard application example, as a fine-grained request action (major event) is granted from a moderator or automatically according to XGSP-Floor policy and the granted message arrives at the requester node, the lock for the use of the requesting action is released. The coarse-grained action "master" in the application can be used to allow a participant to assume many different fine-grained actions at a time. This locking mechanism guarantees that the consistent state at application level is maintained among participants.
Our current floor control mechanism implements no acknowledgement and blocking mechanism where blocking means the action, which a floor requester is currently holding when she makes a request for a floor, is blocked if she holds a floor. But, the mechanism uses the acknowledgement (reply message) from revoked node to prevent the floor of current floor holder from assigned to another participant before the floor of the floor holder is revoked.
Formal verification of XGSP-floor control mechanism by colored Petri net
This section shows the modeling of XGSP-Floor control mechanism. We also show formal verification to prove the correctness of the modeling in terms of mutual exclusion, dead lock, and starvation. The key part for the modeling and formal verification is to show consistent shared state at application level to collaborators by mitigating race conditions for shared resources and thus to attain mutual exclusion among resources. For the abstract modeling representation, we used Colored Petri Nets (CP-nets or CPNs) with time [21] that provides a formal simulation tool [7] to model a system. The CP-nets also provides analysis functions using state spaces (also called occurrence graphs) to prove the correctness of a system based on mathematical methods. As the simulation executes, the simulation tool updates the simulation state to reflect the activities of the modeled control mechanism and a set of statistical data are gathered and used to prove the correctness of the modeled control mechanism.
Modeling of XGSP-floor control mechanism
In this section we present decision procedures behaved in a moderator node to determine grant or deny of collaborators' requests to access resources in the XGSP-Floor control mechanism. The decision procedures are modeled in terms of the following five different types of stages.
First, the modeling randomly generates access requests to resources by the simulation on behalf of participants in a collaboration session and has a single request queue for storing access requests from the simulated users. Second stage is a communication activity for accessing the access type decision service which is located in external process module outside the XGSP-Floor mechanism model. For the communication activity, CP-nets provides Comms/CPN [13] which is a library for communication service between CP-nets models and external processes. Using the library, the control mechanism model connects to the access type decision service which is a module written in Java 1.5 and which is practically used in XGSP-Floor control mechanism. The service parses XML requests sent from the control mechanism model and returns a type value among Invalid, Implicit, Exclusive, Shared, or Released into the model as practically does the access type decision service module. Third, decision activities in the modeling are behaved with a type value returned from the access type decision service. Each decision activity simulates decision behaviors (grant, deny, released or queued) of a moderator by randomly generating access decisions for requests in the modeling. Next stage is to update a state information table of a requesting user with simulated decision behaviors. Finally, all the requests stored in a queue for the use of resources are serviced in prefixed amount of time to avoid starvation. The access requests to shared resources are stored in a single queue which is implemented in FIFO order. The first request in the queue is serviced when a floor holding a shared resource is released or after an appropriate amount of time. Then, the request is removed from the queue and the current state information table is updated with the removed request action.
Also, we define a set of predicate rules used as determinants in decision procedures of a moderator node in terms of the following two types of predicate statements:
1 Determination of types classified to access resources.
This predicate statement is similar to the statement described in Section 5.2, except that 4-tuple (userID, roleName, applicationID, action) for requesting the use of a resource is used whereas 2-tuple (userID, action) is used in our practical mechanism., where roleName means the name of roles assigned to users in our collaboration system, applicationID means an application identifier existing in application registries of our collaboration system. 2 Determination of whether an action in a request exists in state information table, in other words, a request action conflicts with the action of current floor holder. This predicate statement is also similar to the statement described in Section 5.2.
Informal introduction of XGSP-floor modeled by colored Petri nets
In this section, we informally show how CP-nets with time is able to be used to model the XGSP-Floor control mechanism. The CP-nets model of the XGSP-Floor is depicted in Fig. 7 . The XGSP-Floor control mechanism is modeled by means of places, transitions, and arc expressions between the places and the transitions. We present an informal introduction of the modeled mechanism in terms of places, transitions, and arc expressions. Also we show the correctness of the modeled mechanism with the informal definition in terms of mutual exclusion and starvation. Each place in the model has a color set. The color set determines a kind of data type which places can have. A value of a color set is called a token color in CP-nets as an element of a data type in high-level programming language is called a value of the type. From Fig. 7 , it can be seen that the places Simulation-Start and Request-Nodes have a color set COUNT and the places Time and Waiting-Time have a color set INT. The place Request-Queue has a color set NewReqs, the place State-Information-Table has a color set OldReqs, and the place Waiting-List-Queue has a color set SharedReqs. Also, the places Busy, Invalid, Implicit, Shared, Exclusive, and Released have a color set LockxNewReq. The places Next-Request, L, and GiveFloor have a color set Lock. The place U has a color set LockxGrantDeny. The place TimeOver has a color set BOOL. Other places have a color set LockxGrantDenyxNewReq. For example, the place Z is used to send a decision on an access request to a request node. Then the place Z in our Fig. 7 Control mechanisms modeled by CP-nets b modeling can have values which are composed of a value from Lock color set, a value from GrantDeny color set, and a value from NewReq color set where the color set Lock is a data type used to unlock decision procedures, the color set GrantDeny is a data type which can have a value from {grant, deny, queued, released, give}, and the color set NewReq is a data type of new request which the place can have. The informal descriptive definitions of the color sets in the modeling of the XGSP-Floor control mechanism are as follows. A state (often referred to as marking in CP-nets) of a place represents current state of token colors of color sets which the place has. For example, the current and initial marking of the place Simulation-Start in Fig. 7 is COUNT. This means the place can have token colors from arbitrary natural numbers beginning with 1. The current value of the place is used as initial value (or token color) to count the number of requests for accessing resources from simulated users. The initial markings of places Request-Queue, Next-Request, Waiting-Time, Waiting-List-Queue, and State-Information-Table from Fig. 7 represent initial token value of the color sets which the places have. The place Next-Request has an initial token color lock with timed type and the place Waiting-Time has an initial token color 0 (zero) with integer type. The initial markings of the places Waiting-List-Queue and State-Information-Table have a token color with empty list which means the number of elements in the list is zero respectively. All other places initially have empty which means the places have no token colors. Token removed from incoming places are transferred to outgoing places by evaluating arc expressions occurred by the transition connected to the places. For example, in Fig. 7 , the transition Init has one incoming arc and one outgoing arc. The arc expression of incoming arc into the transition is n where n is a variable of a color set COUNT in the place Simulation-Start. The value of the CP-nets variable n is 1 since the token value which the place SimulationStart has is 1. And the arc expression of outgoing arc from the transition Init is a variable n and function expTime (100) where n is also a CP-nets variable and has the same value 1 as the value of the color set COUNT transferred into the transition, and expTime (100) is a function to exponentially calculate some delay time in the interarrival requests and is used to simulate the requests as if collaborators practically behave to request accesses to resources. The interarrival requests' times are exponentially distributed with a mean of 100 time units between two successive requests issued by the simulation tool. So the delay time has no any meaning and just is used to randomly generate independent requests. The enabled transitions are usually occurred by evaluating outgoing arcs as a previous instance. Then, a binding element, which is composed of an enabled transition and a binding of outgoing arcs, has to be considered to evaluate the outgoing arcs connected from the transition. Also, as another instance in Fig. 7 , each of the transitions D1, D2, and D3 has one incoming arc and one outgoing arc. The arc expression of the incoming arc is (lock, newReq) where lock is a variable of color set Lock and newReq is a variable of color set NewReq. And the arc expression of outgoing arc is (lock, grantDeny, newReq) where lock is a variable of color set Lock, grantDeny is a variable of color set GrantDeny and newReq is a variable of color set NewReq. Assume that a global variable -response has now a value 2. Then the place Shared has a token value (lock, newReq) and the transition D3 is enabled. With a decision value returned from the function decisionGD(), the transition D3 binds the expression (lock, grantDeny, newReq) of the outgoing arc to (lock, grant or deny, newReq). Therefore, the place has a token value which is composed of a value of lock variable, a value of grantDeny variable, and a value of newReq variable. Thus, in such sequences of occurrences, the occurrence of a transition simulates decision procedures of the control mechanism. All other transitions in the model of the control mechanism are enabled and occurred in such a similar way.
COUNT
To show the correctness of the modeled mechanism in terms of mutual exclusion, we consider the places Request-Queue and Next-Request, and the transition Start. A request token from the place Request-Queue and a lock token from the place NextRequest enable the transition Start. When the transition is occurred, the two tokens are added to the place Busy by evaluating the arc expression between the transition Start and the place Busy, and the tokens (a request token and a lock token) are removed from the places Request-Queue and Next-Request. The transition Start then will not be enabled until the place Next-Request has a new token value lock, where the token value lock is generated after the state information table is updated and a decision on a request is sent to a request node. Therefore, the following requests are not able to enter the decision procedures which are regarded as a critical section in the modeling until the place Next-Request has a new token. This means at most one request is processed in the decision procedural stage and thus indicates the modeled control mechanism is ensuring mutual exclusion for the decision procedural stage to avoid race condition among requests issued by the simulation tool on behalf of users. Next, we consider the transitions Start, Polling, and TimeOver to show that there is no starvation among requests issued in the modeling. When the transition Start is occurred, the transitions Polling and TimeOver check the time duration of the requests waiting for floors in the place Waiting-List-Queue. If the waiting time duration of a request is over the prefixed amount of time, then the request is serviced. Thus, the requests waiting for floors in the place Waiting-List-Queue will never be starved.
Formal definitions and notations of XGSP-floor control mechanism modeled by colored Petri nets
In this section we present a formal definition of static structure and dynamic behavioral properties that CP-nets has, and the representation of the static properties and the example representation of the dynamic behavioral properties for the CP-nets model of our XGSPFloor control mechanism.
Static structure properties of CP-nets and representation of XGSP-floor by the properties
The static structure is basically composed of building blocks (places, transitions, and arcs), the connection points through which data flow into and out of the building blocks, and the connection paths along which data flow between the building blocks.
The static properties [21] of the CP-nets are represented as a 9-tuple (∑, P, T, A, N, C, G, E, I) where 1. ∑ is a finite set of types (also, called color sets). 2. P is a finite set of places. 3. T is a finite set of transitions. 4. A is a finite set of arcs such that P∩T = P∩A = T∩A = ∅. 5. N is a node function: A → (P x T) ∪ (T x P). 6. C is a color function: P → ∑. 7. G is a guard function such that
where Type(G(t)) denotes the type of G(t), Bool denotes {true, false} and Var(G(t)) denotes the set of variables in G(t). 8. E is an arc expression function such that
where p(a) is the place of N(a), Type(E(a)) denotes the type of E(a), C(p(a)) MS denotes the set of multisets over a set C(p(a)), and Var(E(a)) denotes the set of variables in E(a). 9. I is an initialization function such that
where Type(I(p)) denotes the type of I(p) and C(p) MS denotes the set of multisets over a set C(p).
From the set of color sets expressed ∑ in above 9-tuple, the XGSP-Floor control mechanism has the set of color sets as follows. @ ¼ fCOUNT; INT; UNIT; BOOL; smallINT; Lock; GrantDeny; GrantDeny2; UserID; RoleName; AppID; Action; NewReq; OldReq; SharedReq; NewReqs; OldReqs; SharedReqs; LockxNewReq; LockxGrantDenyxNewReq; LockxGrantDenyg The elements P, T, and A in the 9-tuple are a set of places, transitions, and arcs respectively. The N means no arc may connect twp places or two transitions. In the CP-nets model of XGSP-Floor control mechanism, the color function C maps the places SimulationStart and Request-Nodes into COUNT, the place Request-Queue into NewReqs, the places Time and Waiting-Time into INT, the place State-Information-Table into OldReqs, the place Waiting-List-Queue into SharedReqs, the places Busy, Invalid, Implicit, Shared, Exclusive, and Released into LockxNewReq, the places Next-Request, L, and GiveFloor into Lock, the place U into LockxGrantDeny, the place TimeOver into BOOL, and all other places into LockxGrantDenyxNewReq. Item7, the guard function is an expression which evaluate to Boolean (true or false). The arc expression function and initialization function are also an expression which evaluate to valid type value.
Dynamic behavioral properties of CP-nets and representation of XGSP-floor control mechanism by the properties
The dynamic behavior of CP-nets is a data transformation between the occurring transition and the occurred transition with a time delay of some small magnitude. In this section, we present the dynamic behavioral properties of CP-nets [21] about binding, marking, enabling, and occurrence, and the example representation of them in the modeled XGSPFloor control mechanism. For example, the places Request-Queue, Waiting-List-Queue, and State-Information- Table have an empty list token as an initial marking respectively. & Enabling-when tokens from all the input places of a transition are evaluated by the arc expressions between the input places and the transition and before the tokens are added to the output places of the transition, the transition is called enabled with a set of binding elements. & Occurrence-after the transition is enabled and by removing token from the input places and adding the tokens to the output places of the transition, the transition is called occurred and then the occurrence sequence is composed of a sequence of reachable markings and occurring steps. For example, when the transition Start occurs, one specified token will be removed from the input places Request-Queue and NextRequest. At the same time, three tokens will be added to the output places. The place Request-Queue will get a token with a list type as a token color set, the place Busy will get a token with a value (lock, {userID = kakim, roleName = mobile-user, appID = wb, action = pen, AT = false})@777, and the place Time will get a token with the value of current modeling time.
6.4 Verification for correctness of XGSP-floor control mechanism based on state space analysis In this section, we verify the correctness of the XGSP-Floor control mechanism modeled by the CP-nets from the previous sections with a means of simulations and state spaces [21] . The CP-nets provides a simulation tool [7] that simulates a system by nondeterministic distributing color tokens into a model, and a state space generation tool [7] that generates a report for a sequence of occurrence states. To construct state spaces means to generate all the possible occurrence graphs that are composed of nodes and arcs. Nodes in state spaces are generated for each reachable markings, and arcs in the state spaces are generated for each occurring binding elements. The report generated from the state space generation tool is used for verifying the correctness of a model. In the next five subsections, we analyze the simulation behaviors and the occurrence state information generated from the state space generation tool.
Statistical information of state spaces and SCC graph
The first part, statistical information report of state spaces and SCC (strongly connected components) graph [21] , is shown in Table 1 . The statistical report contains information about the size of nodes and arcs, and time and calculation status took for generating state spaces and SCC graphs. In the case of 4133 which the number of requests is, the state space has 52,643 nodes and 79,809 arcs in partially calculated graphs, and this took 300 s for generating the state space which is composed of the nodes and the arcs. Also, the report shows information of SCC graph that is identical to the information of the state space except for time taken for generating the components. The strongly connected components are a maximal subgraph to find a path from any one node to any other node. In the report, the number of strongly connected components is equal to the number of state space nodes. This implies that the modeled control mechanism has strongly connected components with just one node. Therefore, the modeled mechanism has no infinite occurrence sequences. This means the simulation terminates after processing some number of requests if we put the stop criteria such as limiting the number of requests into the model.
Boundedness properties and mutual exclusion of modeled control mechanism
The second part shows boundedness properties of the state spaces report in Table 2 . The properties express the upper integer bounds which is the maximal number of tokens and the lower integer bounds which is the minimal number of tokens that the places in a modeling may have. In the integer bounded information of the modeled mechanism, the places Busy, Decision-Done, Invalid
Exclusive, Implicit, Next-Request, Released, Shared, L, and Z have one token in upper bound and zero token in lower bound. These are places in decision procedural stage of a moderator node that is a critical section for mutual exclusion. Note that the upper integer bound of the places Busy and Next-Request is 1. This implies if 1 is upper integer bound for the places, then at most one request is processed in the decision procedural stage (critical section) at any time. This indicates the modeled XGSP-Floor control mechanism ensures mutual exclusion for the decision procedural stage to avoid race condition among requests. Also, we need to show all the requests that wish to enter a critical section have to be serviced and only one request must enter the critical section. To show this property, we consider the transitions Arrival and Start, and the integer bounds of the places Request-Queue and Next-Request in Fig. 7 . The occurring transition Arrival puts new requests into the place Request-Queue and then the first request in the queue enters the decision procedural stage through the occurrence of the transition Start.
As shown in Table 2 , the place Request-Queue has exactly one token at any time during the execution of the modeling, and the place Next-Request has one token as upper integer bound. This means the transition Start will be enabled at any time during the execution of the modeling, and hence one request will enter the decision procedural stage. Thus, the requests will be serviced one by one as we expect.
Home properties
The third part provides information about home properties. The home markings in the home properties mean markings which can always be reached from all reachable markings [21] . The initial marking in Fig. 7 is not a home marking because the initial marking is a marking for starting just the modeled mechanism by substituting a integer value one for the transition Init as a binding element of the transition, and hence any subsequent markings never return to the initial marking. This property with the fairness property in Section 6.4.5 implies any subsequent markings are not able to reach the initial marking and the initial marking has no many different binding elements in the modeling. Therefore, these properties show that the modeled mechanism in Fig. 7 is working as expected.
Liveness properties of modeled XGSP-floor control mechanism
The fourth part provides information about liveness properties. The dead transition instances in the properties mean some transition instances which are never enabled in all reachable markings. Also, the live transition instances in the properties mean transition instances which can always be enabled at least once more in all reachable markings. The modeled control mechanism has no dead transition instances, and no live transition instances. This implies that each transition is enabled in at least one marking among all reachable markings. Therefore, the new requests in exponentially distributed arbitrary interval are generated and thus no dead lock situation in which all the requests may be blocked is occurred.
Fairness and starvation properties of modeled control mechanism
The fifth part provides information about fairness properties. The information tells us how often the different binding elements of each transition in a modeling can occur [21] . The information tells there are no infinite occurrence sequences in the modeled mechanism. It means the modeled mechanism is fair since there are no infinite occurrence sequences which may starve the requests forever. Also, the requests waiting for floors in the place Waiting-List-Queue in Fig. 7 will never be starved. Thus, it shows there is no starvation in the modeled control mechanism.
Summary and future work
In this paper we have attempted to provide a virtual workspace with strict floor control capability for not only remotely dispersed users but also roaming users with cell phone devices-Palm OS 5.2.1H Powered Treo600 [37] . This attempt has been driven by building ubiquitous collaboration system including cell phone devices. As ubiquitous collaboration and access becomes more prevalent in the future, it will become more important to provide coordination mechanisms for collaborative applications running on virtual workspace in which geographically dispersed users can work together with disparate access devices. The XGSP-Floor, we developed as a first step for coordination mechanism in our ubiquitous collaboration environment, uses moderator-mediated interaction with a major event conflict detection function and strict locking mechanism. Even though our underlying floor control scheme is a moderator-mediated interaction mechanism with strict coordination, a floor can automatically be assigned to a floor requester without the mediation of the moderator according to the XGSP-Floor policy. The strict coordination mechanism may impose a tremendous overhead in worst case on the shared whiteboard application. But it is intuitively easy to implement the coordination mechanism in the ubiquitous collaboration. And the increase of complexity for managing the network transaction and transformation for undo/redo operations on cell phone devices can lead to more unstable states in the use of relaxed coordination mechanism than those in the use of strict coordination mechanism. Therefore, our initial efforts are aimed at building ubiquitous collaboration framework with strict coordination mechanism. Since cell phone is still a rapidly evolving device, we hope applications in mobile computing environment become much more robust. In future work we will consider the relaxed coordination mechanisms and evaluate the performance of them in comparing with that of strict coordination mechanism. Also we will consider the extension of our work to new generation of cell phone such as iPhone 3G [19] which is multimedia and Internet-enabled mobile phone. During our experiments, one of problems encountered was a failure like network disconnection of a moderator or chairperson node. If a moderator or chairperson node fails or is disconnected, and is not able to recover from the failure for some amount of time, one of participants capable of having their role capability has to be elected. We tested it with an event driven message mechanism. But, when the network connection of a moderator or chairperson node was lost, it did not work since the event messages could not be disseminated in disconnected network. One approach to overcome the problem by exploring different fault-tolerant role delegation mechanism (for example, polling mechanism by heart-beat message between a moderator node and a conference manager) with role hierarchy policy will be considered in future work. We also left the support of the role hierarchy policy with the fault-tolerant role delegation mechanism issue in future work.
